Some animals, like insects and spiders, do
not have a backbone. They are called
INVERTEBRATES. Invertebrates can still
move around using their muscles.

Go into Penguin Beach and watch our penguins! They have useful
features on their bodies that help them to survive. Have a look at
the information around penguin beach to find out how penguins
use their amazing features!
List your findings below.

There are many different types of
animals in the
building.
Can you find some invertebrates like
me? How many legs do spiders have?

Some ADAPTATIONS that
penguins have are:

________________

1.
Can penguins fly?
___________

2.

How do the wings
help the penguin to
move underwater?

3.

_______________

Some spiders, like orb spiders, can make webs. Draw a spider and its web
in this box:

_______________
_______________
We are the two species of penguin that
you will see at London Zoo’s Penguin
Beach, I am Ricky the rockhopper
penguin, can you name the species of
penguin that I share my enclosure with
here at Penguin Beach?

Write words that describe how spiders move here:
_______________, _______________, ____________, _____________

How do I move?

H_ _B_ _ _ T Penguin
Find out…
Use the signs around Penguin Beach to find out why Ricky’s species of
penguin is called ‘rockhopper penguin’:
_____________________________________________________________________
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also has lots
of amazing
vertebrate animals.
Find these
vertebrate animals
and use one word
to describe how
they move.
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Big cats move in fascinating ways!
Visit Tiger Territory to meet the amazing Sumatran tigers and find out
more about these amazing animals!

Start your movement trail at London
Zoo’s brilliant new enclosure ‘In With
the Lemurs’!
Walk through their new home and
watch how they move around you
as they play, search for food and
rest!

How many tigers
can you find in the
Tiger Territory
exhibit?

List 4 adaptations that
you can see on the
tigers that help them to
survive:

_______________

1. ____________________
2. ____________________

Primates move
around in amazing ways!
There are lots of different
primates around London Zoo.
What is your favourite
primate and how does
it get around?

Describe how this lemur is
moving ________________
When does it need to
move like this?
______________________

3. ____________________
4. ____________________
I like to spend a lot of time on the ground
walking and running on all fours!

Look around the enclosure to see what the tigers are doing today.

Look around the enclosure to see what the lemurs are doing today.

Can you see any tigers…...
...climbing on trees or branches?
What adaptations do they have to do this? ____________________________

Can you see any lemurs…...

…swimming in their pool?

...climbing on ropes or branches?

Why do you think they do this? ________________________________________

What adaptations do they have to do this? ____________________________________

...leaping across platforms?

…sitting with its arms open and its belly facing the sun?

...stalking or creeping around the enclosure slowly?

Why do you think they do this?
_____________________________________________________________________________

Why do they need to move slowly when stalking prey? _________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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...foraging on the ground near your feet?
Why do they need to forage?_________________________________________________
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Animal Movement

It’s a simple fact, living things can move! Some animals (including
humans) have an internal skeleton which helps them to move.
These animals are called VERTEBRATES. Animals without an internal
skeleton are called INVERTEBRATES.
Let’s start with you! You are a vertebrate, how are YOU going to get
around the zoo today ?

Label the human skeleton
using the words on the left:

Answer:

You’ve seen the lemurs now it’s time
to see some other primates!
Welcome to Gorilla Kingdom!

While walking through the aviary in
Gorilla Kingdom, try to spot this beautiful
bird flying around. It’s called the Lilacbreasted roller.
Find out….

_____________________

How did this bird get its name?_________

Pelvis

_______________________________________

Skull
How does your backbone
help you to move in this
way?____________________

Femur
Ribs

Look around the enclosure to see what the gorillas are doing today.

_________________________

How do your ankle joints
help you to move in this
way?
_________________________

All vertebrate animals (mammals, birds,
reptiles, fish and amphibians) have
internal skeletons. Lots of the other
animas in the zoo have the same type
of bones in their body even if they look
very different to us!

Can you see any gorillas…
...knuckle walking?
…climbing?
...hanging off ropes or branches?
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What type of animals do you think these
skeletons belong to? Can you spot any
of the skeleton parts you labelled above
in some of the other animals?
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Label the gorilla skeleton with the adaptations that help it to do these things.
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1. ………………. 2……………………
3………………… 4…………………..
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Have a look at the other primate enclosures within
Gorilla Kingdom and try to spot some colobus monkeys
and some macaques moving around in the trees!

5…………………

1
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Welcome to the
Outback! Look out for
hopping kangaroos and
wallabies!
Find out!

Key Stage 2

Kangaroos can move
very quickly! How fast
can they hop on their
powerful hind legs?
____________mph
Red kangaroos can
cover up to ______ metres
in one leap!

Animal Movement
Investigating the amazing adaptations different animals have to
allow them to move in different ways!

Did you
know…?
A baby
kangaroo is
called a joey!

Name………………………………………………
Spiders
Tigers

Kangaroos

Kangaroos have adaptations that help them to hop. Can you label some below:

Penguins
Lemurs

What do wallabies use instead of muscles to save energy
when they hop? ___________________________________

Gorillas

Why do you think they need to save energy in the
Australian Outback?
_______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Can you find these animals at London Zoo?
Each one comes with a challenge inside this book
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